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Battlefields is a set of four new “geomorphic” maps designed
to connect to the G.E.V. and Shockwave maps . . . making it
possible to create maps over 2’ by 3’!. You also get rules and
counters for:
● Engineers. Build bridges and other structures . . . or blow
them up.
● Revetments. Prepare defensive positions to increase the
survivability of your force.
● Militia. The ultimate cannon fodder.

1.00 INTRODUCTION

Battlefields is a supplement to Ogre and G.E.V., with four new maps that geomorph with the existing ones. With the original G.E.V. and Shockwave maps, there are
a total of six geomorphing maps available for G.E.V. games. This provides variety for
quick games, and allows the creation of very large maps for long games. There are 288
ways to combine all 6 maps into a rectangle, either 1 x 6 (80” long!) or 2 x 3 (3 feet
long by more than 2 feet wide). If you include duplicate maps, you can build a battlefield of any size you like . . .
In addition to these new maps, this set includes scenarios, new rules for militia
and engineer units, and a sheet of counters.

Also included are nine new scenarios and variants to let you
fight the Last War across these new battlefields.

2.00 COMPONENTS

2.01 Game contents. Ogre Battlefields includes this rules folder, four maps, and
one 4” x 7” counter card containing 112 two-sided counters.
2.02 Mapsheets. This set includes four mapsheets. Two (designated G2 and G3)
are geomorphically identical to the G.E.V. map. The other two (S2 and S3) are geomorphically identical to the Shockwave map. Any G map can be placed next to any S map;
roads, waterways, etc., will connect. Use a removable tape such as drafting tape (which
will peel up without tearing the paper) to fasten the maps down before play begins.
When maps are combined, they should be overlapped so that the half-hexes on
the edge of the S map cover half of the edge row of hexes on the G map.
2.021 Hex numbering. In all scenarios, hex numbers are designated by a letter
and number indicating the map, and four digits indicating the hex number. For
instance, G1-1403 is hex 1403 on the original G.E.V. map. S3-1210 is hex 1210 on
map S3, and so on.
If a scenario uses more than one instance of the same map, the first (northmost
and westmost – that is, to the top and left) instance of each map is designated A, the
second one B, and so on – so a typical hex designation might be G1A-1403.
2.03 Counters. Counters are given here for a variety of buildings in red and
white (for more scenario flexibility); for the Paneuropean “Fencer” cybertank; for
militia and engineer units, as described below; and for the revetments which can be
built by engineers.

The Maps
G-2 is a lot like the original G.E.V. map in proportions of terrain, but there is
no road up the east side, and most of the clear terrain is at the top. There is also no
river, so the E-W path is clear. Note the two lake islands. Units may be set up on the
small island even if they could not reach it during play.
G-3 has a complex road/rail net and a great deal of forest and swamp. This terrain
is very difficult for GEVs, but favorable for heavy armor and ideal for Superheavies and
Ogres – as long as they stay out of the swamp. Infantry loves this terrain.
S-2 features a long, looping river. Although there are four river bridges, movement from N to S or vice versa is very constrained for anything but GEVs, battlesuits,
and superheavy armor. It makes an interesting obstacle in a multi-map game – or players can add special terrain rules, as in the “Disputed Crossing” scenario, for even more
variety.
S-3 has another complex road/rail net. The SE corner is almost isolated if this
map is used by itself, but the rest of the map is highly accessible.

3.00 MILITIA

3.01 Militia Units. A “militia” unit represents a platoon of about 20 men without battlesuits. They have basic NBC gear, advanced helmet communications, and the
most powerful hand weapons that unaugmented men can carry. A platoon of militia
can lay down about the same volume of fire as a battlesuit squad. “Militia” implies
limited training in the role; most militia units are the product of desperation, whether
they represent hastily recruited civilians, or support troops issued weapons and told
that they are the last line of defense. “Experienced militia” is almost a contradiction in
terms in this setting, though a partisan unit might qualify.
In a scenario with militia, it’s likely that only one side will have them, but they
might have a lot! Therefore, all militia counters are gray, so they may be attached to
either force.
3.02 Militia Unit Value. A militia platoon is slightly less combat-effective than
a squad of infantry and moves much more slowly. Therefore, it’s considered to be
worth half as much. Some scenarios allow players to trade two militia for one regular
infantry, or vice versa.
3.03 Militia Movement. A militia unit can move one hex every other turn,
through any ground terrain. When it moves, it is flipped upside down to indicate that
it is “unready.” Therefore, on a player’s movement phase, he should check each militia counter. Any counter that starts out unready may be flipped back over. Any counter
that is ready may be moved; if it is moved, it must be flipped to unready.
3.031 Militia on Roads. Militia do not get the regular “road bonus.” Instead, roll
a die for any militia which moves on the road. On a result of 4-6, the unit does not
become unready. Note that the troops who make their roll are averaging nearly 4 miles
per hour in full kit; clearly they are highly motivated and full of performance drugs.
Even so, any large militia group that starts along a road will soon leave stragglers miles
behind; some things haven’t changed since the days of Rome.
3.032 Militia Riding Vehicles. Militia may ride certain vehicles, as described
below. They mount and dismount like other infantry. They may not attack while
mounted, and defend normally.
Unready militia may not mount vehicles. Militia rendered unready while riding
vehicles may dismount normally. Militia which dismount vehicles become unready
and may not move further on the turn they dismount.

This is not a stand-alone game. You need the
G.E.V. rules to play, and some scenarios
assume you have Shockwave.
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3.033 Vehicle Capacity for Militia. A truck, hovertruck or GEV-PC may carry 1
platoon. Realistically, a size 4 tank could carry a half-platoon, or a size 3 tank could carry
1/3 of a platoon, but only if the tank held its speed down to 2 hexes/turn, or 3 on the road.
Players may agree to allow split platoons for travel purposes only (e.g., if three HVYs are
traveling together, they could carry a platoon between them), but this level of bookkeeping exceeds the intended complexity of the game.
3.04 Militia Attack. A militia unit attacks with a strength and range of 1. Like other
infantry, its attack strength is doubled in overrun attacks. “Unready” status does not affect
a regular militia attack, but see below for overruns.
3.05 Militia Defense. Militia get the same defense bonuses from terrain as do regular infantry. They are affected by antipersonnel weapons, like regular infantry.
“Unready” status does not affect militia defense.
Unlike regular infantry, militia units do not improve their defensive strength by
stacking together. Every militia platoon is a separate target with a defense strength of 1.
Counters are supplied for 2 and 3 platoons, for convenience, but each platoon in a counter
is attacked individually; the D1 designation on these counters refers to the defense for
each individual unit. One unit is the target, and others in the hex suffer spillover fire.
Results are as follows:
NE – no effect.
D – disorganized. That platoon becomes unready.
X – destroyed.
3.051 Militia Defense vs. Shockwave. Militia are unarmored, but can take advantage of very small bits of protective terrain. They use “D1 Armor” line of the Effects of
Missile Explosion Table (Shockwave 4.04). They get the same defensive bonus as
infantry: +1 hex in forest or swamp, +2 in town or rubble.
3.06 Militia in Overruns. Militia units may overrun other units, or be overrun.
Their attack strength is doubled in overruns unless they are unready; if they are overrun
while unready, they attack at normal strength.

4.00 ENGINEERS

4.01 Combat Engineer Units. The combat engineers are infantry units in special
suits. In terms of movement, attack and defense, they are identical to regular infantry;
because of their special abilities, described below, an engineer unit costs twice as much
as a regular infantry unit.
4.011 Stacking with Infantry. Engineers may stack with other infantry to combine
defense strength up to 3. If a combined stack is the target of an attack that receives a D
result, randomly determine which type of infantry is lost.
4.012 Building revetments. Engineer units can build revetments (see 4.02) in regular terrain, town, rubble, or forest, but not in swamp or water hexes. The presence of
roads, rails or other units does not affect revetment building.
To build a small revetment requires two turns for a single engineer squad, or one
turn for two squads. A large revetment requires twice as long – four squad-turns. The
engineers may not move, attack, or do anything else while they are building. A turn in
which they come under attack does not count toward building.
The revetment appears at the very end of the building player’s last turn, around the
engineers that built it. Other units cannot enter it until the movement phase of the next turn.
4.013 Bridging. Engineers can quickly build temporary bridges allowing units to
cross streams (not rivers). In any scenario in which engineers are available, a player can
designate any stream hex side as “bridged” if it starts under his control. Four (very small)
bridge counters are provided; improvise more if needed.
4.014 Bridging during play. Although bridging is a simple task, it requires materials. Engineers are assumed to have access to sufficient materials to build a stream bridge
if they are in, or adjacent to, a town, rubble or forest hex. Otherwise, they must have
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access to approximately a truckload of material (e.g., steel I-beams) which may be provided in a scenario via truck or hovertruck.
If the material is available, a basic bridge (white bridge counter) can be built by
one engineer squad in 6 turns (24 minutes), 2 squads in 3 turns, or 3 squads in 2 turns.
(More than 3 squads would just get in each other’s way.) This bridge has D3 and can
support units up to Size 4 (see Size Table). Note that larger units can cross a stream
without penalty; the only reason they would need a bridge would be to get the road
bonus to movement.
An improved bridge (black bridge counter) requires twice as much time and
material, has D6, and can support any unit. Note that engineers can build a basic
bridge, and return to it later to improve it.
A newly-built stream bridge is otherwise treated like any other stream bridge.
4.015 Mining bridges. In any scenario in which engineers are available, a player can designate any bridge as “mined” if it starts under his control or he builds it during play. He can declare that bridge destroyed at any time. Unless the scenario declares
otherwise, these mines cannot be removed by the opponent, and setting off the mines
has the same effect on victory points as destruction of the bridge by any other means.
Each time an enemy unit crosses (or goes under) a mined bridge, the owning
player must say whether he is blowing the bridge. Blowing a stream bridge simply prevents that unit from using the bridge. Blowing a river bridge affects the crossing unit
as per G.E.V. section 8.041; if a GEV is crossing under the bridge when it is blown,
that GEV is lost.
4.016 Other engineer abilities. Engineers can perform a variety of other tasks
which may be represented by specific scenario rules. These tasks could include repair
of larger bridges, emplacement of demolition charges, road building (or removal of
obstacles), damming or even redirection of streams, unsticking of heavy units from
swamp, construction of temporary structures, and so on.

Ogre Miniatures

The 1/285 miniatures for Ogre are available again, with beautiful
giant-sized maps. Check out the starter box, Deluxe Ogre . . . and the continuing series of Company Sets . . . at your local hobby shop. If your shop
doesn’t carry the Ogre miniatures, ask for them . . . and if that doesn’t work,
you can buy them online at www.warehouse23.com.
Visit www.sjgames.com/miniatures/ to see what’s coming up.
And watch for the big 1/60 scale Ogre vehicles coming from
Armorcast!
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Battlefields is a set of four new “geomorphic” maps designed
to connect to the G.E.V. and Shockwave maps . . . making it
possible to create maps over 2’ by 3’!. You also get rules and
counters for:
● Engineers. Build bridges and other structures . . . or blow
them up.
● Revetments. Prepare defensive positions to increase the
survivability of your force.
● Militia. The ultimate cannon fodder.

1.00 INTRODUCTION

Battlefields is a supplement to Ogre and G.E.V., with four new maps that geomorph with the existing ones. With the original G.E.V. and Shockwave maps, there are
a total of six geomorphing maps available for G.E.V. games. This provides variety for
quick games, and allows the creation of very large maps for long games. There are 288
ways to combine all 6 maps into a rectangle, either 1 x 6 (80” long!) or 2 x 3 (3 feet
long by more than 2 feet wide). If you include duplicate maps, you can build a battlefield of any size you like . . .
In addition to these new maps, this set includes scenarios, new rules for militia
and engineer units, and a sheet of counters.

Also included are nine new scenarios and variants to let you
fight the Last War across these new battlefields.

2.00 COMPONENTS

2.01 Game contents. Ogre Battlefields includes this rules folder, four maps, and
one 4” x 7” counter card containing 112 two-sided counters.
2.02 Mapsheets. This set includes four mapsheets. Two (designated G2 and G3)
are geomorphically identical to the G.E.V. map. The other two (S2 and S3) are geomorphically identical to the Shockwave map. Any G map can be placed next to any S map;
roads, waterways, etc., will connect. Use a removable tape such as drafting tape (which
will peel up without tearing the paper) to fasten the maps down before play begins.
When maps are combined, they should be overlapped so that the half-hexes on
the edge of the S map cover half of the edge row of hexes on the G map.
2.021 Hex numbering. In all scenarios, hex numbers are designated by a letter
and number indicating the map, and four digits indicating the hex number. For
instance, G1-1403 is hex 1403 on the original G.E.V. map. S3-1210 is hex 1210 on
map S3, and so on.
If a scenario uses more than one instance of the same map, the first (northmost
and westmost – that is, to the top and left) instance of each map is designated A, the
second one B, and so on – so a typical hex designation might be G1A-1403.
2.03 Counters. Counters are given here for a variety of buildings in red and
white (for more scenario flexibility); for the Paneuropean “Fencer” cybertank; for
militia and engineer units, as described below; and for the revetments which can be
built by engineers.

The Maps
G-2 is a lot like the original G.E.V. map in proportions of terrain, but there is
no road up the east side, and most of the clear terrain is at the top. There is also no
river, so the E-W path is clear. Note the two lake islands. Units may be set up on the
small island even if they could not reach it during play.
G-3 has a complex road/rail net and a great deal of forest and swamp. This terrain
is very difficult for GEVs, but favorable for heavy armor and ideal for Superheavies and
Ogres – as long as they stay out of the swamp. Infantry loves this terrain.
S-2 features a long, looping river. Although there are four river bridges, movement from N to S or vice versa is very constrained for anything but GEVs, battlesuits,
and superheavy armor. It makes an interesting obstacle in a multi-map game – or players can add special terrain rules, as in the “Disputed Crossing” scenario, for even more
variety.
S-3 has another complex road/rail net. The SE corner is almost isolated if this
map is used by itself, but the rest of the map is highly accessible.

3.00 MILITIA

3.01 Militia Units. A “militia” unit represents a platoon of about 20 men without battlesuits. They have basic NBC gear, advanced helmet communications, and the
most powerful hand weapons that unaugmented men can carry. A platoon of militia
can lay down about the same volume of fire as a battlesuit squad. “Militia” implies
limited training in the role; most militia units are the product of desperation, whether
they represent hastily recruited civilians, or support troops issued weapons and told
that they are the last line of defense. “Experienced militia” is almost a contradiction in
terms in this setting, though a partisan unit might qualify.
In a scenario with militia, it’s likely that only one side will have them, but they
might have a lot! Therefore, all militia counters are gray, so they may be attached to
either force.
3.02 Militia Unit Value. A militia platoon is slightly less combat-effective than
a squad of infantry and moves much more slowly. Therefore, it’s considered to be
worth half as much. Some scenarios allow players to trade two militia for one regular
infantry, or vice versa.
3.03 Militia Movement. A militia unit can move one hex every other turn,
through any ground terrain. When it moves, it is flipped upside down to indicate that
it is “unready.” Therefore, on a player’s movement phase, he should check each militia counter. Any counter that starts out unready may be flipped back over. Any counter
that is ready may be moved; if it is moved, it must be flipped to unready.
3.031 Militia on Roads. Militia do not get the regular “road bonus.” Instead, roll
a die for any militia which moves on the road. On a result of 4-6, the unit does not
become unready. Note that the troops who make their roll are averaging nearly 4 miles
per hour in full kit; clearly they are highly motivated and full of performance drugs.
Even so, any large militia group that starts along a road will soon leave stragglers miles
behind; some things haven’t changed since the days of Rome.
3.032 Militia Riding Vehicles. Militia may ride certain vehicles, as described
below. They mount and dismount like other infantry. They may not attack while
mounted, and defend normally.
Unready militia may not mount vehicles. Militia rendered unready while riding
vehicles may dismount normally. Militia which dismount vehicles become unready
and may not move further on the turn they dismount.

This is not a stand-alone game. You need the
G.E.V. rules to play, and some scenarios
assume you have Shockwave.
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3.033 Vehicle Capacity for Militia. A truck, hovertruck or GEV-PC may carry 1
platoon. Realistically, a size 4 tank could carry a half-platoon, or a size 3 tank could carry
1/3 of a platoon, but only if the tank held its speed down to 2 hexes/turn, or 3 on the road.
Players may agree to allow split platoons for travel purposes only (e.g., if three HVYs are
traveling together, they could carry a platoon between them), but this level of bookkeeping exceeds the intended complexity of the game.
3.04 Militia Attack. A militia unit attacks with a strength and range of 1. Like other
infantry, its attack strength is doubled in overrun attacks. “Unready” status does not affect
a regular militia attack, but see below for overruns.
3.05 Militia Defense. Militia get the same defense bonuses from terrain as do regular infantry. They are affected by antipersonnel weapons, like regular infantry.
“Unready” status does not affect militia defense.
Unlike regular infantry, militia units do not improve their defensive strength by
stacking together. Every militia platoon is a separate target with a defense strength of 1.
Counters are supplied for 2 and 3 platoons, for convenience, but each platoon in a counter
is attacked individually; the D1 designation on these counters refers to the defense for
each individual unit. One unit is the target, and others in the hex suffer spillover fire.
Results are as follows:
NE – no effect.
D – disorganized. That platoon becomes unready.
X – destroyed.
3.051 Militia Defense vs. Shockwave. Militia are unarmored, but can take advantage of very small bits of protective terrain. They use “D1 Armor” line of the Effects of
Missile Explosion Table (Shockwave 4.04). They get the same defensive bonus as
infantry: +1 hex in forest or swamp, +2 in town or rubble.
3.06 Militia in Overruns. Militia units may overrun other units, or be overrun.
Their attack strength is doubled in overruns unless they are unready; if they are overrun
while unready, they attack at normal strength.

4.00 ENGINEERS

4.01 Combat Engineer Units. The combat engineers are infantry units in special
suits. In terms of movement, attack and defense, they are identical to regular infantry;
because of their special abilities, described below, an engineer unit costs twice as much
as a regular infantry unit.
4.011 Stacking with Infantry. Engineers may stack with other infantry to combine
defense strength up to 3. If a combined stack is the target of an attack that receives a D
result, randomly determine which type of infantry is lost.
4.012 Building revetments. Engineer units can build revetments (see 4.02) in regular terrain, town, rubble, or forest, but not in swamp or water hexes. The presence of
roads, rails or other units does not affect revetment building.
To build a small revetment requires two turns for a single engineer squad, or one
turn for two squads. A large revetment requires twice as long – four squad-turns. The
engineers may not move, attack, or do anything else while they are building. A turn in
which they come under attack does not count toward building.
The revetment appears at the very end of the building player’s last turn, around the
engineers that built it. Other units cannot enter it until the movement phase of the next turn.
4.013 Bridging. Engineers can quickly build temporary bridges allowing units to
cross streams (not rivers). In any scenario in which engineers are available, a player can
designate any stream hex side as “bridged” if it starts under his control. Four (very small)
bridge counters are provided; improvise more if needed.
4.014 Bridging during play. Although bridging is a simple task, it requires materials. Engineers are assumed to have access to sufficient materials to build a stream bridge
if they are in, or adjacent to, a town, rubble or forest hex. Otherwise, they must have
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access to approximately a truckload of material (e.g., steel I-beams) which may be provided in a scenario via truck or hovertruck.
If the material is available, a basic bridge (white bridge counter) can be built by
one engineer squad in 6 turns (24 minutes), 2 squads in 3 turns, or 3 squads in 2 turns.
(More than 3 squads would just get in each other’s way.) This bridge has D3 and can
support units up to Size 4 (see Size Table). Note that larger units can cross a stream
without penalty; the only reason they would need a bridge would be to get the road
bonus to movement.
An improved bridge (black bridge counter) requires twice as much time and
material, has D6, and can support any unit. Note that engineers can build a basic
bridge, and return to it later to improve it.
A newly-built stream bridge is otherwise treated like any other stream bridge.
4.015 Mining bridges. In any scenario in which engineers are available, a player can designate any bridge as “mined” if it starts under his control or he builds it during play. He can declare that bridge destroyed at any time. Unless the scenario declares
otherwise, these mines cannot be removed by the opponent, and setting off the mines
has the same effect on victory points as destruction of the bridge by any other means.
Each time an enemy unit crosses (or goes under) a mined bridge, the owning
player must say whether he is blowing the bridge. Blowing a stream bridge simply prevents that unit from using the bridge. Blowing a river bridge affects the crossing unit
as per G.E.V. section 8.041; if a GEV is crossing under the bridge when it is blown,
that GEV is lost.
4.016 Other engineer abilities. Engineers can perform a variety of other tasks
which may be represented by specific scenario rules. These tasks could include repair
of larger bridges, emplacement of demolition charges, road building (or removal of
obstacles), damming or even redirection of streams, unsticking of heavy units from
swamp, construction of temporary structures, and so on.

Ogre Miniatures

The 1/285 miniatures for Ogre are available again, with beautiful
giant-sized maps. Check out the starter box, Deluxe Ogre . . . and the continuing series of Company Sets . . . at your local hobby shop. If your shop
doesn’t carry the Ogre miniatures, ask for them . . . and if that doesn’t work,
you can buy them online at www.warehouse23.com.
Visit www.sjgames.com/miniatures/ to see what’s coming up.
And watch for the big 1/60 scale Ogre vehicles coming from
Armorcast!
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Battlefields is a set of four new “geomorphic” maps designed
to connect to the G.E.V. and Shockwave maps . . . making it
possible to create maps over 2’ by 3’!. You also get rules and
counters for:
● Engineers. Build bridges and other structures . . . or blow
them up.
● Revetments. Prepare defensive positions to increase the
survivability of your force.
● Militia. The ultimate cannon fodder.

1.00 INTRODUCTION

Battlefields is a supplement to Ogre and G.E.V., with four new maps that geomorph with the existing ones. With the original G.E.V. and Shockwave maps, there are
a total of six geomorphing maps available for G.E.V. games. This provides variety for
quick games, and allows the creation of very large maps for long games. There are 288
ways to combine all 6 maps into a rectangle, either 1 x 6 (80” long!) or 2 x 3 (3 feet
long by more than 2 feet wide). If you include duplicate maps, you can build a battlefield of any size you like . . .
In addition to these new maps, this set includes scenarios, new rules for militia
and engineer units, and a sheet of counters.

Also included are nine new scenarios and variants to let you
fight the Last War across these new battlefields.

2.00 COMPONENTS

2.01 Game contents. Ogre Battlefields includes this rules folder, four maps, and
one 4” x 7” counter card containing 112 two-sided counters.
2.02 Mapsheets. This set includes four mapsheets. Two (designated G2 and G3)
are geomorphically identical to the G.E.V. map. The other two (S2 and S3) are geomorphically identical to the Shockwave map. Any G map can be placed next to any S map;
roads, waterways, etc., will connect. Use a removable tape such as drafting tape (which
will peel up without tearing the paper) to fasten the maps down before play begins.
When maps are combined, they should be overlapped so that the half-hexes on
the edge of the S map cover half of the edge row of hexes on the G map.
2.021 Hex numbering. In all scenarios, hex numbers are designated by a letter
and number indicating the map, and four digits indicating the hex number. For
instance, G1-1403 is hex 1403 on the original G.E.V. map. S3-1210 is hex 1210 on
map S3, and so on.
If a scenario uses more than one instance of the same map, the first (northmost
and westmost – that is, to the top and left) instance of each map is designated A, the
second one B, and so on – so a typical hex designation might be G1A-1403.
2.03 Counters. Counters are given here for a variety of buildings in red and
white (for more scenario flexibility); for the Paneuropean “Fencer” cybertank; for
militia and engineer units, as described below; and for the revetments which can be
built by engineers.

The Maps
G-2 is a lot like the original G.E.V. map in proportions of terrain, but there is
no road up the east side, and most of the clear terrain is at the top. There is also no
river, so the E-W path is clear. Note the two lake islands. Units may be set up on the
small island even if they could not reach it during play.
G-3 has a complex road/rail net and a great deal of forest and swamp. This terrain
is very difficult for GEVs, but favorable for heavy armor and ideal for Superheavies and
Ogres – as long as they stay out of the swamp. Infantry loves this terrain.
S-2 features a long, looping river. Although there are four river bridges, movement from N to S or vice versa is very constrained for anything but GEVs, battlesuits,
and superheavy armor. It makes an interesting obstacle in a multi-map game – or players can add special terrain rules, as in the “Disputed Crossing” scenario, for even more
variety.
S-3 has another complex road/rail net. The SE corner is almost isolated if this
map is used by itself, but the rest of the map is highly accessible.

3.00 MILITIA

3.01 Militia Units. A “militia” unit represents a platoon of about 20 men without battlesuits. They have basic NBC gear, advanced helmet communications, and the
most powerful hand weapons that unaugmented men can carry. A platoon of militia
can lay down about the same volume of fire as a battlesuit squad. “Militia” implies
limited training in the role; most militia units are the product of desperation, whether
they represent hastily recruited civilians, or support troops issued weapons and told
that they are the last line of defense. “Experienced militia” is almost a contradiction in
terms in this setting, though a partisan unit might qualify.
In a scenario with militia, it’s likely that only one side will have them, but they
might have a lot! Therefore, all militia counters are gray, so they may be attached to
either force.
3.02 Militia Unit Value. A militia platoon is slightly less combat-effective than
a squad of infantry and moves much more slowly. Therefore, it’s considered to be
worth half as much. Some scenarios allow players to trade two militia for one regular
infantry, or vice versa.
3.03 Militia Movement. A militia unit can move one hex every other turn,
through any ground terrain. When it moves, it is flipped upside down to indicate that
it is “unready.” Therefore, on a player’s movement phase, he should check each militia counter. Any counter that starts out unready may be flipped back over. Any counter
that is ready may be moved; if it is moved, it must be flipped to unready.
3.031 Militia on Roads. Militia do not get the regular “road bonus.” Instead, roll
a die for any militia which moves on the road. On a result of 4-6, the unit does not
become unready. Note that the troops who make their roll are averaging nearly 4 miles
per hour in full kit; clearly they are highly motivated and full of performance drugs.
Even so, any large militia group that starts along a road will soon leave stragglers miles
behind; some things haven’t changed since the days of Rome.
3.032 Militia Riding Vehicles. Militia may ride certain vehicles, as described
below. They mount and dismount like other infantry. They may not attack while
mounted, and defend normally.
Unready militia may not mount vehicles. Militia rendered unready while riding
vehicles may dismount normally. Militia which dismount vehicles become unready
and may not move further on the turn they dismount.
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3.033 Vehicle Capacity for Militia. A truck, hovertruck or GEV-PC may carry 1
platoon. Realistically, a size 4 tank could carry a half-platoon, or a size 3 tank could carry
1/3 of a platoon, but only if the tank held its speed down to 2 hexes/turn, or 3 on the road.
Players may agree to allow split platoons for travel purposes only (e.g., if three HVYs are
traveling together, they could carry a platoon between them), but this level of bookkeeping exceeds the intended complexity of the game.
3.04 Militia Attack. A militia unit attacks with a strength and range of 1. Like other
infantry, its attack strength is doubled in overrun attacks. “Unready” status does not affect
a regular militia attack, but see below for overruns.
3.05 Militia Defense. Militia get the same defense bonuses from terrain as do regular infantry. They are affected by antipersonnel weapons, like regular infantry.
“Unready” status does not affect militia defense.
Unlike regular infantry, militia units do not improve their defensive strength by
stacking together. Every militia platoon is a separate target with a defense strength of 1.
Counters are supplied for 2 and 3 platoons, for convenience, but each platoon in a counter
is attacked individually; the D1 designation on these counters refers to the defense for
each individual unit. One unit is the target, and others in the hex suffer spillover fire.
Results are as follows:
NE – no effect.
D – disorganized. That platoon becomes unready.
X – destroyed.
3.051 Militia Defense vs. Shockwave. Militia are unarmored, but can take advantage of very small bits of protective terrain. They use “D1 Armor” line of the Effects of
Missile Explosion Table (Shockwave 4.04). They get the same defensive bonus as
infantry: +1 hex in forest or swamp, +2 in town or rubble.
3.06 Militia in Overruns. Militia units may overrun other units, or be overrun.
Their attack strength is doubled in overruns unless they are unready; if they are overrun
while unready, they attack at normal strength.

4.00 ENGINEERS

4.01 Combat Engineer Units. The combat engineers are infantry units in special
suits. In terms of movement, attack and defense, they are identical to regular infantry;
because of their special abilities, described below, an engineer unit costs twice as much
as a regular infantry unit.
4.011 Stacking with Infantry. Engineers may stack with other infantry to combine
defense strength up to 3. If a combined stack is the target of an attack that receives a D
result, randomly determine which type of infantry is lost.
4.012 Building revetments. Engineer units can build revetments (see 4.02) in regular terrain, town, rubble, or forest, but not in swamp or water hexes. The presence of
roads, rails or other units does not affect revetment building.
To build a small revetment requires two turns for a single engineer squad, or one
turn for two squads. A large revetment requires twice as long – four squad-turns. The
engineers may not move, attack, or do anything else while they are building. A turn in
which they come under attack does not count toward building.
The revetment appears at the very end of the building player’s last turn, around the
engineers that built it. Other units cannot enter it until the movement phase of the next turn.
4.013 Bridging. Engineers can quickly build temporary bridges allowing units to
cross streams (not rivers). In any scenario in which engineers are available, a player can
designate any stream hex side as “bridged” if it starts under his control. Four (very small)
bridge counters are provided; improvise more if needed.
4.014 Bridging during play. Although bridging is a simple task, it requires materials. Engineers are assumed to have access to sufficient materials to build a stream bridge
if they are in, or adjacent to, a town, rubble or forest hex. Otherwise, they must have
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access to approximately a truckload of material (e.g., steel I-beams) which may be provided in a scenario via truck or hovertruck.
If the material is available, a basic bridge (white bridge counter) can be built by
one engineer squad in 6 turns (24 minutes), 2 squads in 3 turns, or 3 squads in 2 turns.
(More than 3 squads would just get in each other’s way.) This bridge has D3 and can
support units up to Size 4 (see Size Table). Note that larger units can cross a stream
without penalty; the only reason they would need a bridge would be to get the road
bonus to movement.
An improved bridge (black bridge counter) requires twice as much time and
material, has D6, and can support any unit. Note that engineers can build a basic
bridge, and return to it later to improve it.
A newly-built stream bridge is otherwise treated like any other stream bridge.
4.015 Mining bridges. In any scenario in which engineers are available, a player can designate any bridge as “mined” if it starts under his control or he builds it during play. He can declare that bridge destroyed at any time. Unless the scenario declares
otherwise, these mines cannot be removed by the opponent, and setting off the mines
has the same effect on victory points as destruction of the bridge by any other means.
Each time an enemy unit crosses (or goes under) a mined bridge, the owning
player must say whether he is blowing the bridge. Blowing a stream bridge simply prevents that unit from using the bridge. Blowing a river bridge affects the crossing unit
as per G.E.V. section 8.041; if a GEV is crossing under the bridge when it is blown,
that GEV is lost.
4.016 Other engineer abilities. Engineers can perform a variety of other tasks
which may be represented by specific scenario rules. These tasks could include repair
of larger bridges, emplacement of demolition charges, road building (or removal of
obstacles), damming or even redirection of streams, unsticking of heavy units from
swamp, construction of temporary structures, and so on.

Ogre Miniatures
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